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questioner     

i have one meditation i love most…

i think that is the greatest meditation amongst all…

because it is a meditation of silence

amongst all meditation the fourth or the fifth stage is silence

i try to get rid of the mind

in order to get rid of the mind we need to shutup

is like a chimney…when the pipe is closed…

when we close our mouths…when we shut up…

our thoughts are not going out

and because of absence of air they die and when no more 

thoughts remain then it is possible to watch 

all the small process which are constantly going on inside 

watching all this flows you are telling us about…         

we are doing this meditation for the sake of this small moment 

of silence…so much hard work to do and so fast we get rid 

of this silence…that is my question…when you watch in silence 

over this process in the body…this string…the energy…

becomes bigger and bigger and once one day it explodes 

and you are no more and this is the day of your birthday 

and you celebrate it but more energy comes into you…

so more energy you need to give ?

you cannot stay alone without these people that surround you

because with no people around you what will happen with 

that energy ? the question is the following…if no people 

will be around you like those people who visit your satsangs 

or your camps…what will happen with you with that energy 

overflowing ? is it possible for you to stay alone and not to do 

what you are doing ?

firstly my whole work is to confuse you

so i am enjoying him very much…

because he is helping my work by confusing you !!

you are very beautiful

you are juicy

that is why i wanted you here …

you are a really juicy guy !

juicy…so earthbound !

i wish you could sit here and speak

i am sure you have much to say…

and that is my dream

to find some mad people 

and put them on a chair and let them speak 

we need thousands of mad buddhas

question    can i come closer ? 

yes ! absolutely ! 

beautiful…assert it !

do not be afraid 

come closer…

always say yes to your inner being

never be afraid

this is a yes…you see ?

raise your hand

yes i am here

perfectly beautiful !

this is it…what a joy

you can ask anything now

questioner     i have to ? its a long question…

ha ha ha haha !

tall man…tall question…
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